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On a NOnparametic TWO-Sample TeSt fOr Scale 

by Ryoji TAMURA 

(Received Nov. 5, 1957) 
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S 1. Introduction 

Lehmann [I] has proposed to use the following test statistic W~,~ for testing the 

hypothesis H that the continuous distributions F(x) ~nd G(x) are equal, or even the 

wider hypothesis H/ that F and G differ only in location, against the alternative hypothesis 

that the random variable Y with the c. d.f. G(b!) is more spread out than the random 

variable X with the c. d.f. F(x) . 

Let 

_Yl' -X~._, ... ' Y1' Y._.,... ...., Y~ (1) ....., X; 
~' 

be the two independent random samples with the continuous c. d.f. F(x) and G(y), 

respectivly and W~,~ be the propotion of quadruple X. X Yh Yl for which I Yl-Yh I > 

I Xj-Xi J holds. Where 1~i<j~m, I~;k<:l~n. The null hypothesrs rs reJected when 

the sample value of W~,~ is too large. Then it is shown that this test is unbiased 

against the alternative for which F(xl) =G(yl)' F(x2) =G(y2) implies J xl x~ 1 < Iyl y2 1 , 
1
 and consistent against the alternative that P( I Y Yl> I X/_Xl)> 2 holds where X, X/' 

Y, Y/ are independently distributed with the c. d.f. F(x) and G(y) respectively. Thus 

this Lehmann's test has the desirable properties unbiasedness and consistency 

However W~,~ is not completely distribution free, that is, its distribution depends upon 

the form of the intial distribution even under the null hypothesis. Its variance is not 

independent of F(x), though its mean is the form E(W~,~ I F-G) - 1 
2' 

From the above-mentioned we cannot ulitilise the Lehmann's statistic T~r~,~ for the 

standpoint of the practical applications. Now we are interested in the another statistic 

for testing the null hypothesis H that F-G against the alternative H1 that the Y/s are 

more spread out than the X'/s. We denote the event by ( Y<X, X< Y/) that the two 

X/s lie between the two Y/s when two X/s and two Y/s are drawn at random from (1) 

And we define Q~,~ as follows ; 

_ -1 ) 1 
)
 
(
 ( -m n Q~,,* 2 2 {the number of (X X/ Y Y/) for which ( Y<X, X/~Y/)} ( 2 ) 
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Then our test procedure is to reject H if Qm,'h is too large. In this paper we investigate 

some statistical properties of the test statistic Qm '8 , and the asymptotic efficiency of the 

test by Q , ' 'n n will be calculated m the parametric normal case. 

S 2. Some properties of Qm'n ' 

In this section the statistical properties of Qm n , the expectation, the variance and the 

asymptotic distribution are discussed 

(a) The expressions of Q m, ~ ' 

Qm,'8 can be expressed in a form of the ranks of one 0L two samples. Let 71<r9_< 

<r?,8 be the ranks of the m X/s among the combined sample of size m+n. Then 

it may be seen that the following identity holds. 

)
 
(
 

( -1 ' -1 

~ ) r/'1 n Q'n'n 2 2 ~] (ri i) (n ri-hj) ( 3 ) i<j 

From this it follows by easy computation that 

¥1 ~1 (n )
f
 

_ r_2n(172~/ ~2 ~ r ) ' } Qm,n s (m l) In-hn+1 !2(n+1)C-hconst ( 31) .2 ( 2
 

lgnoring constant additive and multicative terms in (3/), we obtam 

~ )' Q/ = .2 (7n-1)(r m-hn+1 ~_ (3//) 2 (n -h l) C m,n s 2
 

. Im where .~= ~] (ri l~2, r~ I ~ ri 
m i=1 In i=1 

C- I ~ (ri ~ 1:~ (i m+1 )
 ' m i=1 2 

As has been given in (3//), Qm'~ depends only on the ranks of the X/s. Therefore we 

can consider the test by Qm,~ as what is called the rank test. From the another point 

of view, Qm,~ can be also expressed in the following form that is convenient for the use 

of the theory of Lehmann [1] and Hoeffiding [7]. Suppose 

1 for yh<xi, yj<yl 
D(xi, xj ; yh, yl) O other wise ( 4 ) 

where i< j, k <l 

Then Qm,~ may be rewritten as follows 

-1 ' ) 1 
)
 
(
 ( -m n ~ ~] D(xi, xj ; yh, yl) 

i(j k<l 

consisting of (12n) (~) terms. 

The expectation and the variance of Q,n'~ are obtained from the expression (5) and 
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also the asymptotic distribution of Q~,* is shown by th'e theory of Lehmann. 

(b) The expectation and variance. 

We denote the expectation and variance of the statistic T by E(T) and V( T), re-

spectively, and by E(TIS) and V( T I S) in the case that they are considef under the 

condition S. Then we get , 
(m~~1 ( ¥1-1 

n ~] ~ E{D(X~, X~ ; Yh, Yl)} P(Y<X, X/<Y) (-O) E(Q~,d)-~2) ~2/ icjh<l 

Though , some combinationary calculation leads to the evaluation of O under the null 

hypothesis, yet we express a in a integral form by the distribution as it' is more important 

to reseach the behaviour of E(Q~,~) under the alternative. Let be 

max(Y, Y/)=Z, mm(Y Y/) Z 
then 

j j P(Y<.Y, X/<Y/) 2 ... dF(x) dF(x/) dG(_*) dG(z/) 
*, .' <' 
*, *'>" 

ff 2 ~ J {F(z) -F(z/) } dG(z/) dG(_*) ( 6 ) 
*' <* 

1
 If F G we get 0= 6 from (6) after some computatron That rs 

1
 il -E(Qm,~ I F=G) =2 {F(z) F(-/)} dF(z ) dF(z) = 6 ( 7 ) 

The behaviour of E(Q~,~) under the alternative will be discussed in the section 

In order to calculate V(Qm,~)' we may accept the same method as Sundrum [4]. 

Then Q2 m,~ 

~ -2 ) " 2 )( ( -" In n Q 2 2 :~ ~] D(X~. Xj; Yh, Yl)}2 ~," i<:j k<l 

is consisted of (n21)2 (~)2 terms and it's expectation can be grouped in the following nine 

classes of terms, involving the expectation terms shown for each class 

term number of term expectation 
D(i,j, k, l) D(i, j, k, l) O l

 

D(i,j, k, l) D(i, m, k, l) 2(m-2) r 
D(i,j, k, l) D(i,j, k,f) 2(n 2) 

1: ' ' ' ' D(i,j, k, l) D(m, n, k, l) (m 2)(n-3) t 
2 , l
 D(i,j, k, l) D(i,j,f,g) (m 3)(n - 2) u *2 

D(i,j, k, l) D(i, m, k,f) , 4(7n 2) (n 2) ' ･ v 
D(i,j, k, l) D(m, n, k,f) (m-2) (m 3) (n 2) ' ' a 
D(i,j, k, l) D(i, m,f,g) (m 2)(n-2) (n-3) b 

l
 D(i, j, k, l) D(m, n,f, g) (m-2) (m'-3) (n-3) (n-2) 62 

,4 
where D(i,j, k, l) stands for D(X~, Xj. Yh. Yl)' etc. 
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Collecting terms together and simplyfing, we get 

V(Qm'~) ~ (12n:)~1 (n)~1 f 
2 (a 62)m2n-h (b 62)Inn2-1-(4v+662-5a-5b) mn 

+(It+ 2 02_2a)m2-h I u h ~ 6 2b n -1- 2r- ~ t+10a+6b 8v- z (2 _ 2_ ) 2 ( 156)m 2
 

( 15d3)n+(6+3t+3u+16v-h962 4r-4s 12a-12b)lJ ( 8 ) + 2s ~u+6a 8v 
2
 

For evaluating the parameters occurring in the above expression, it is convenient to 

express them in terms of the probabilities of a certain ordered arrangement of a gived 

number of X/s and Y/s drawn at random from the respective population. In the following, 

we express, for example, the event by (xyxy) that when two X/s and Y/s are drawn 

at random from (1) and arranged in order of magnitude, they have the indicated arrange-

ment. Then we can get 

e - p( yxx_v) 

r P(yxxxy) 

_1 { P ( yxxyy) -h P(yyxxy) } s 3 
t P(yxxxxy) 
u 23 P(_vyxxyy) 

v ; {P(yxxxyy) + p(yyxxxy) } -l- ; {P(yxxyxy) -hP(yxyxxy) } 

a ; {P(yxxxxyy) -1- P(yyxxxxy) } -h : {P(yxxyxxy) ~1- P(yxxxyxy) + p(yxyxxxy) } 

b 3 P(yyxxxyy) -1- *9 {P(yyxxyxy) -1-P(yxyxxyy) } -h P(yxyxyxy) 
18 

In the null case these probabilities can evaluated easily as follows 

st l 2
 15 ' u~x-45 ' 

Substituting these values into (8) , we find the variance of Q for the null case 
~," 

V(Q~,~ I F=G) - (m-hn-hl) (2mn-l-3m-n-2) ( g ) 
90lnn (m- l) (n - 1) 

(c) The asymptotic distribution of Qm,~' 

Considering the expression of Q~,~ in the form (5) , we notice the following two 

Lacts : (i) D(xi, xj ; yk, yl) is a real valuted symmetric function of (xi, xj) and (yh, yl) 

(ii) E(D) O. V(D) <,~. Thus Q~,~ is U/_statistic that have been studied by Hoeffiding 

[7] and Lehmann [1]. The asympotic distribution of the extended U-statistic is researched 

by Lehmann [l]. Weger [5], and Fraser [6] and it is shown that they are asymptotically 

normally distributed. Stating by the form of Weger in our case, we get the following 

theorem. 
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　THEOREM
　Let　Xエ，X；，　　，Xらand．y1，篶，　　，Yらbe　the　md－ependent1y　d－1stnbuted　rand，om

∀ar1ab1es　from　the　d1str1but1ons　F（”）and　G（ツ）respect1ve1y　A　fmct1on1）（伽，巧，〃，γ）

1s　symmetr1c1n　the”1s　a1one　and1n　the　ys　a1one　as　de丘ned　a1ready　Futher

　　　　　　　　　　　　五｛D（Xl，馬・；篶，乃）｝二θ

　　　　　　　　　　　　V｛D（X1づ，巧；Yゑ，X；2）｝く◎◎

9榊＝（君ジ（葦ジΣD（み耳；狐乃）

where　the　summat1on1s　extend－ed．0Yer　a11subscr1pts1≦zくノ≦刎，1≦冶く1≦〃 Then　as

・一・・・・・・…／刀一ら（着”）曼（・バ1）・・・・・・・・・・…l1…m・11・…t・・・・…

　§3．　The　symmetr1ca1case．

　In§2we　have1nvest1gated　the　genera1express1on　of亙（ρ物，物）and．γ（g物，、）and．futher

under　the　nu11hypothes1s　obta1ned，the1r　num－er1ca1va1ue　　In　th1s　sect1on1t1s　our　purpose

to　get　the　more　deta11ed　propert1es　of9物，切．　Now　we　assume　that　the6ゴ！F　and．G

are　symmetr1c　and　have　the　same　med1an　zero　w1thout　the1oss　of　genera11ty　Then　the

express1on　ofθ1s　as　fo11ows　from（6）

θ一・∬1・（1）一メ（州・（・）∂・（尾・）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　〆＜考

by　noth1ng　the1dent1ty

　　　　　　F（”）一F（男1）＝（F（彩）一G（男））十（G（2）一G（9！））十（G（91）一F（岩1））

and一（7～・we　get

　　　　　　　　　　　　oo　　　　　　　θ一1ト・l／・（男）一・（男）1・∂・（葛）

　　　　　　　　　　　　一c〇
　　　　　　　　　　十・∬！・（・）一・（署）l／・（男）一・（・・）／蛛・）∂・（・）

　　　　　　　　　　　　〆＜ε

　　　　　　　　　　十・∬1・（男）一・（・）lf・（岩・）一・（男・）／∂・（岩・）∂・（・）

　　　　　　　　　　　　〆＜2
　　　　　　　　　　＋・∬／・（・）一・（葛・）ll・（・・）イ（・・）1∂・（男・）∂・（岩）

　　　　　　　　　　　　〆〈多

Cons1d－ermg　the　th1rd．and　the丘fth　menbers1n　the　r1ght　sld．e　of　the　above1dent1ty，we　have

　　　　　　oo　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　oo　　　　　　　　　　　　　　o◎　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　oo

・1（・一・）眺・・1（H）∂…1（H）鮎一・1・（・イ）∂・

一・1（・イ）（・一・・）∂・

Next1et
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D1-{(z z)1 z=z/=* 0=*<00} z_z -, D2 ={ (z,z) I z , c~ <z/~~O} /< < / 

cnd R (t) - C] (G-F)dG 
-~ 

, then 

the fourth menber 4C] j -h4 j l 

Dl D2 
~ -4) {F (z) -G(z) } {R(_-) -R(-z) },dG(z) +4 C] {G (z) -F(z) } {R(z) - (--") } dG(_') 

-* 

However, F and G are symmetric and have median O from the assumption, so that the 

value of the above integral vanishes. Therefor we have 

O-{+2 (F G)2dG-h4 (G F) (1 2G)dG l
 

j
 

THEOREM 
Assume that the continuous c. d. f. F and G are symmetric and have the same median, 

then we have 

6 1 = -h2j {F(z) G(z))-hdG(z)-h4Cj {G( ) F( )}{1 2G(z)}dG 
6
 

and under the alternative that Y is more spread out than X this means that G(z) ~~F(z) 

for all z <0 and G(z) ~~F(_") for all z>0, strictly inequality for some interval of z , we have 

l
 6> 6 ' 

As the first part of this theorem has been proved already, we now prove the second 

part. Under the alternative we have from the assumption that 

G(z)-F(z)~O, 1 2G(z)=0 for 0=z<oo 

, so that we can get 

) (G-F) (1 2G) dG>0 

Similarly we have 

f(G-F) (l-2G) dG>0 for -o0<:z~0 

1
 Combining the both results we get 0> 
6' 

It follows the next theorem by Lehmann [1] that our test is consrstent 

THEOREM (Lehmann) . 

If t~(xl' "" x~) is a test statistic for testing 6-60 against e>eo for each n, and 
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E{t~(X1' "" X~)}-6 

V{t~(X1' "" Xn)}~>0 (as n->00) 

, then the test with t~(X1' " " X~))>60+C~ as the critical region is consistent for the 

alternative 6>60 

S 4. Asymptotic ef6:ciency. 

In general, Iet T~ (and T~*) be a one-sided test statistic for testing 0-00 which is a 

function of n sample X from the c. d. f. F(X; O). Let the mean of T~ (and T.,*) be 

p~ (6) (p~* (O)) and the variance a~(O) (cr~* (6)). Moreover suppose that T~ (and T~*) 

is asympotically normally distributed. Then the asymptotic efiiciency of T~ against T~* 

is difined by Mood [3] to be 

"li~mcofl(T :6 ) (¥dPd;e))cojl! a *(Oo) ¥ ' ~O (10) ' o " ~ I (IdP *(e))eolJ 

Now we compute the efficiency of the test by Qm,~ relative to the standard F test by using 

1
 f(x) f x2}, a>1 g(T) ~f x ~ (a) v'27rexp 2 

On differentiating E (Q ) with regard to cr and introducing a=1, we obtain 
ne'~ 
)
c
=
1
 

dE(Q) f C da 2 J s {F(z)-F(z/)}2(z/2 1) dF( /) dF(*) 
.' <* 

ff -h2 J j {F(z) -F(z/) } (z2-1) dF(z/) dF(z) 

s'<z 

co 

- I 3 (z2-2) {(1-F(z)3-hF(z)3}dF(z)=2pl37c 
-co 

On the other hand 

V(Qm~IGr l) 45t~ln (7~nl ) 
_ _m n_ z hO , 

For the F test we have p*(a) - 1 2(771~-n) ., and the variance under the null hypothesis is 

Substituting these results into (lO), we find the asympotic efflciency to be 

!V -lim 45 mn 1 2mn I /15 
m-hn 2 v'~ m-hn 7r'V 2 

Therefore it is shown that our test has the asymptotic efficiency 8710.b/ against F test in 

the normal case. 

S 5. Acknowledgment 

The rough results of this problem have been obtained in May, 1957. On the other 

hand the auther has seen in the Ann. Math. Stat. Vol. 28 No. I (1957) which he has 
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recieved in June that the problem of the same category has been discussed on the next 

titled paper by B. V. Sukhatme [8] " On certain two-sample nonparametric tests for 

variance." 

He proposed in [8] the following test statistic 

1 ~" T ~! ~ ~(X~, Xf) 
mn i j 

1 if either 0<X< Y or Y<X<0 
where ~, (X, Y) O otherwise 

To use this statistic for testing variance is similar to use Mann-Whitney's statistic with 

regard to the nonparametric two-sample test for location, where Mann-Whitney's statistic 

is the proportion of the number of (X~, Xj) with X~<Yj . It may safely be said that 

our statistic is the extension of B. V. Sukhatme's T-statistic for testing scale parameter 

as well as Lehmann's statistic is the extension of Mann-Whitney's statistic L0r testing the 

10cation parameter, where Lehmann's statistic is the praportion of the number of (X~, 

Xj ; Yh, Yl) for which both X Iie the same side of both Y 

The auther wishes to express his thanks to Mr. A: , Kudo of Kyushu University and 

Mr. M. Ikeda of Wakayama University for giving some remarks for this paper. 
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